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News Flash 
Germany / Vaccines / BigPharma 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3021 

Only 2 days before the Parliament of 
Germany decided NOT to pass the law for 
the forced vaccination, the Parliament 
passed another law, enabling BigPharma 
to get money anyway. BigPharma now has 
orders (fixed payment 2,8 billion Euro), 
even if there is no vaccination needed, 
because the forced vaccination didn’t 
come) for several hundred million doses 
and are paid another several hundred 
millions for “being ready any time to 
produce more if needed” 

[redacted] 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3034 
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https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3034


the missile that killed many many 
[redacted] civilians was a [redacted] 
missile, not a [redacted] one. 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3079 

[redacted] 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3038 
Chinese military cargo planes spotted on 
site, many of them. 

Brazil 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3048 
photo of Adolf Hitler in the age of 95? 
judge yourself… 

NATO 
Finland and Sweden to join NATO in 
coming weeks 
opening another possible frontline to 
Russia 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3049 

[redacted] 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3051 

Strong news is coming from [redacted]: 
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“Under the [redacted] industrial zone, 
owned by oligarch [redacted], the alleged 
illegitimate son of former [redacted] 
President [redacted], there are 24 km of 
tunnels up to 30 m deep. 

There is a secret NATO facility PIT-404 and 
a secret NATO biological weapons 
laboratory. They are NATO officers at 
facility PIT-404. The tunnels are equipped 
with an armored bunker system. 

About 240 foreigners are in the building, 
including officers from NATO and the 
French Foreign Legion, as well as biolab 
staff. Their guards, funded by [redacted], 
number up to 3,000 people. 

The biolab under the [redacted] plant in 
[redacted] at what is known as the 
PIT-404 facility – built and operated by 
Metabiota, a company with ties to Hunter 
Biden, [redacted] and [redacted].

Bioweapons testing was conducted in the 
labs at this facility. Thousands of 
[redacted] residents became “guinea pigs” 



in these horrific tests. And it was mainly 
Western “specialists” who took part in 
these inhumane experiments. 

French intelligence officers and special 
forces officers could not get their 
comrades out of [redacted]. That’s why 
Macron has called the [redacted] so many 
times, asking for “humanitarian corridors.” 

Some French intelligence officials died in 
the rescue operation. The head of French 
intelligence, Eric Videaux, was fired on 
March 31, 2022 over failures by French 
intelligence in the war in [redacted]. 

Officers from the US, Canada, Germany, 
France, Italy, Turkey, Sweden, Poland and 
Greece are now trapped in the [redacted] 
dungeons. The US Lieutenant General 
Roger Clothier, who was recently captured 
by the [redacted] people’s militia from a 
downed helicopter, has been tracked down 
by the [redacted] GRU and SVR in Mariupol 
from the external surveillance of his loved 
ones in Turkey in Izmir. 



The [redacted] national, known to the 
secret service as [redacted], had always 
accompanied the general as a traveling 
wife, confidante and interpreter. As soon 
as information was received that this 
woman had arrived in [redacted], 
[redacted] launched a military operation 
and blocked the city. 

Covid 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3065 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3070 
maybe there is the poison of snakes in 
covid, or covid IS or is based on snake 
poison. 
very interesting. 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3082 

history of Earth 
TREEs from the beginning on 
Super big trees world wide 
think of the movie AVATAR 
like that 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3069 

I wrote about this topic some years ago 
https://beforeitsnews.com/science-and-
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technology/2021/08/yggdrasil-the-world-tree-
found-2996870.html 

[redacted] 
massacre in [redacted] was done by 
[redacted] forces 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3073 
US military analyst says that. 

[redacted] 
german heavy arms already on train to 
[redacted]? 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/3075 
if so, the [redacted] have all rights to 
declare and treat Germany as a combatant 

———————-   

And for all who want to know more about 
the history of this Planet, the Secret Space 
programs and more… 

My Channel on Telegram: 
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author 
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World Conspiracy in English language 
(ebook / paperback) 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085DTGLYY 

In German language (only paperback, sold 
out in new condition, used still available) 
https://www.amazon.de/
Weltverschw%C3%B6rung-sind-wahren-
Herrscher-Erde/dp/3938656352/ref=sr_1_1?
s=booksu0026ie=UTF8u0026qid=1477334083u
0026sr=1-1 

Space Conspiracy  in English language 
(ebook / paperback) 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085RRNWK5 

And in German (only paperback) 
https://www.amazon.de/Die-
Weltraumverschw%C3%B6rung-Jan-van-
Helsing/dp/3938656433/ref=sr_1_1?
s=booksu0026ie=UTF8u0026qid=1505482561u
0026sr=1-1u0026keywords=weltraumverschw
%C3%B6rung 
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